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Background: This protocol is preliminary and has not been fully validated. The most efficient and cost-
effective method for potency analyses is sample extraction followed by HPLC-UV analysis. 
 
Sample preparation: 
The extraction detailed here is based on industry-standard methodology. However, it should be 
validated for recovery using re-extraction with fresh solvent prior to implementation in the lab.  
 
 Prior to extraction, plant material should be reduced in particle size as much as possible, but it has been 
observed that cannabinoids may be lost during mechanical grinding processes. If required, particle size 
reduction may be performed by cutting the sample into small pieces with a sharp blade or scissors. 
When compared to grinding, cutting may reduce the loss of surface cannabinoids by minimizing surface 
area contact with the sample. This recommendation has not been quantitatively evaluated and is based 
on the author’s experience during preparation of cannabis plant matrix. 
 

- Weigh 100mg plant material into a 20mL glass vial. 
- Add 10mL of HPLC grade methanol 
- Extract for 30 minutes using sonication or mechanical shaking. Combination 

homogenizer/shaking equipment (e.g. SPEX 2010 Geno/Grinder®) may be used for extraction. If 
this equipment is used, the particle reduction step may be eliminated, and extraction time can 
be reduced to 5 minutes. 

- Dilute the resulting extract 10x in methanol prior to analysis. Do not dilute with a solvent system 
containing water, as this may cause precipitation of cannabinoids. Assuming 100% extraction 
recovery, the final extract should contain 10µg/mL extracted cannabinoid at a sample 
concentration of 0.1% cannabinoid, and a 20% cannabinoid sample should yield a final extract 
concentration of 200µg/mL. Most UV detectors (including variable wavelength detectors) can 
easily detect 10µg/mL levels of cannabinoids. Dilutions may be adjusted based on desired LOQ 
and/or instrument capabilities, however it is recommended that the highest dilution possible be 
used to improve column lifetime, reduce reference standard consumption, and increase linear 
calibration range. 

- Filter diluted sample into an autosampler vial using 0.45μm solvent-compatible syringe filters. 

 

Questions? Please contact tech support at 877-567-3598 ext. 2 or techsupport@emeraldscientific.com. 


